Treatment of hypertension with a fixed ratio combination of long-acting propranolol and bendrofluazide, and influence of age of the subject.
The efficacy of sustained-release propranolol 160 mg (Inderal LA), bendrofluazide 5 mg and the combination preparation Inderex (bendrofluazide 5 mg and Inderal LA) in the treatment of hypertension was investigated. Twenty-one patients over a wide age range were studied, as it was of particular interest to find whether differing responses across a range of age groups might exist 24 hours post-dosing. Blood pressure control was greater with Inderex than with either Inderal LA or bendrofluazide. No significant difference between different age groups on the three treatments was demonstrated. There was some evidence, not statistically significant, suggesting potassium values to be lower on bendrofluazide and on Inderex. Serum glutamate oxaloacetate transaminase (SGOT) values were raised on bendrofluazide. Inderex is more effective in lowering blood pressure than either bendrofluazide or Inderal LA alone, and as a single capsule given once daily encourages compliance in comparison with combination treatments.